Article V Convention of States
argument 10-15-2022
With the majority of the states that NEVER
ratified the US Constitution- Or could produce
the proof of ratification- The States have no
STANDING in making changes. Add; There is
no government, just mafia with NO infinitive in
each state to clean their own houses of
corruption. Or their own books of so called laws
contrarian to Common Law or God's Law.
AND. Each state's BAR (British Attorney
Registry http://thematrixhasyou.org/13thamendment/13th-amendment-secretoath.html ) Association will NOT confess to
being so (British Attorney Registry)
compromised. Then with high probability lead
said convention?? Is a recipe for total ciaos in
the aftermath.
You / I are living wo/man and should not be
forced in a contract ( Potential psy-op) not of
your/my own making via popularity & narrative.
Especially when the masses cannot say what
the V VI VII or other amendments are about
with confidence.
There is too much to be done FIRST. In a
society that thinks wrongly there is one answer
& correction only. It would be a farce to bring a
national Convention forward where each state
needs individual conventions to clean house.
WHERE INTERNATIOAL INFUENCES loom
large in dark corners. AND. A corporate media
irrevocably adherent to truth & real journalism
to report correctly the convention's intent,
process, progress or outcome to the public.
Under these conditions, honesty is not a
possibility.

Leading to bleeding into consecutive
generations more lies through a corrupted
education system regardless of the
convention's final product.
Man, must learn to walk barefoot in his own
house before he can show the world that he
knows how to tie his shoes. And so it is in each
state of the Republic that The People know
how to clean out the corruption locally. Unite
locally. Before they unite nationally to correct
the larger mess that is collectively America.
Founder & Commander
The S2 Project, 10/15/2022.

